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ABSTRACT

Neural network language models can serve as computational hypotheses about how humans process
language. We compared the model-human consistency of diverse language models using a novel
experimental approach: controversial sentence pairs. For each controversial sentence pair, two
language models disagree about which sentence is more likely to occur in natural text. Considering
nine language models (including n-gram, recurrent neural networks, and transformer models), we
created hundreds of such controversial sentence pairs by either selecting sentences from a corpus or
synthetically optimizing sentence pairs to be highly controversial. Human subjects then provided
judgments indicating for each pair which of the two sentences is more likely. Controversial sentence
pairs proved highly effective at revealing model failures and identifying models that aligned most
closely with human judgments. The most human-consistent model tested was GPT-2, although
experiments also revealed significant shortcomings of its alignment with human perception.

Introduction

Natural language processing (NLP) models have advanced remarkably in recent years. Modeling approaches now
range from simple 2-gram and 3-gram models, to recurrent neural networks [Rumelhart et al., 1986, Hochreiter and
Schmidhuber, 1997], and on to transformer neural network models [Devlin et al., 2019, Liu et al., 2019, Conneau and
Lample, 2019, Clark et al., 2020, Radford et al., 2019]. Within each of the neural network model classes, there exist
dozens of variants that differ in their architectures, training objectives, and optimization procedures.

Cognitive scientists and NLP researchers would like to understand the ways in which these models are consistent with
how humans comprehend language and in what ways models and humans diverge. A prominent approach for evaluating
NLP models is handcrafted standardized benchmarks such as those in the General Language Understanding Evaluation
(GLUE) [Wang et al., 2019b]. However, handcrafted benchmarks have three inherent limitations.

First, many models perform well on benchmarks such as GLUE, saturating the benchmark and hence rendering it
difficult to distinguish models in terms of their alignment with humans’ language understanding. Second, handcrafted
tasks often evaluate language understanding from a normative perspective (i.e., requiring the model to conform to the
judgments of linguists). When evaluating NLP algorithms as cognitive models, by contrast, we may be interested in
identifying models that best capture language as understood by non-expert human speakers. Indeed, an estimate of the
performance of human non-experts [Nangia and Bowman, 2019] ranks 20th on the GLUE leader board at the time of
writing. For the successor benchmark, SuperGLUE [Wang et al., 2019a], there are already five models that score higher
than human non-experts. The third, and perhaps the most concerning, disadvantage of handcrafted benchmarks is that
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Testing the limits of natural language models

they can uncover only failure modes hypothesized by the designers of the benchmark. A computational model that
accurately predicts human behavior in predefined benchmark tasks could still fail to match human judgments across a
larger space of possible language inputs.

To avoid these three disadvantages, we propose to complement linguistics-driven handcrafted benchmarks with model-
driven evaluation. Guided by model predictions rather than experimenter intuitions, we would like to identify particularly
informative test sentences, where different models make divergent predictions. We can find such sentences in large
corpora of natural language. We can also synthesize novel test sentences that reveal how different models generalize
beyond their training distribution.

We propose here a systematic, model-driven approach for comparing language models in terms of their consistency
with human judgments. We generate controversial sentence pairs: pairs of sentences designed such that two language
models strongly disagree about which sentence is more likely to occur. In each of these sentence pairs, one model
assigns a higher probability to the first sentence than the second sentence, while the other model prefers the second
sentence to the first. We then collect human judgments of which sentence in each pair is more probable to settle this
dispute between the two models.

This approach builds on previous work on controversial images for models of visual classification [Golan et al., 2020].
That work relied on absolute judgments of a single stimulus, which are appropriate for classification responses. However,
asking the participants to rate each sentence’s probability on an absolute scale is complicated by between-trial context
effects common in magnitude estimation tasks [Cross, 1973, Foley et al., 1990, Petzschner et al., 2015]. Instead, a
binary forced-choice behavioral task presenting the participants with a choice between two sentences in each trial
minimizes the role of between-trial context effects by setting an explicit local context within each trial.

Our experiments demonstrate that (1) it is possible to procedurally generate controversial sentence pairs for all common
classes of NLP models, either by selecting pairs of sentences from a corpus or by iteratively modifying natural sentences
to yield controversial predictions; (2) the resulting controversial sentence pairs enable efficient model comparison
between models that otherwise are seemingly equivalent in their human consistency; (3) all current NLP model classes
incorrectly assign high probability to some non-natural sentences: One can modify a natural sentence such that its
probability according to a given model does not decrease but the sentence becomes markedly less probable according to
human judgments. This framework for model comparison and model testing can give us new insight into the classes of
models that best align with human language perception and suggest directions for future model development.

Results

We acquired judgments from 100 native English speakers tested online. In each experimental trial, the participants were
asked to judge which of two sentences they would be “more likely to encounter in the world, as either speech or written
text”, and provided a rating of their confidence in their answer on a 3-point scale (see Fig. S1 for task instructions and
Fig. S2 for a trial example). The experiment was designed to compare nine different language models: probability
models based on corpus frequencies of 2-word and 3-word sequences (2-grams and 3-grams) and a range of neural
network models comprising a recurrent neural network (RNN), a long short-term memory network (LSTM), and five
transformer models (BERT, RoBERTa, XLM, ELECTRA, and GPT-2). See the Methods section for details on the
models, including their architectural properties and training tasks.

Randomly sampled natural-sentence pairs fail to adjudicate among models

As a baseline, we created 90 pairs of natural sentence pairs by randomly sampling from a corpus of 8-word sentences
appearing on Reddit (Methods). Evaluating the sentence probabilities assigned to the sentences by the different models,
we found that models tended to agree on which of the two sentences was more probable (Fig. S3). The between-model
agreement rate ranged from 75.6% of the sentence pairs for GPT-2 vs. RNN to 93.3% for GPT-2 vs. RoBERTa, with an
average agreement between models of 84.5%. Figure 1a (left-hand panel) provides a detailed graphical depiction of the
relationship between sentence probability ranks for one model pair (GPT-2 and RoBERTa).

We divided these 90 pairs into 10 sets of nine sentences, and presented each set to a separate group of 10 subjects. To
evaluate model-human alignment, we computed the proportion of trials where the model and the participant agreed
on which sentence was more probable. All of the nine language models performed above chance (50% accuracy) in
predicting the human choices for the randomly sampled natural sentence pairs (Fig. 1a, right-hand panel). Since we
presented each group of 10 participants with a unique set of sentence pairs, we could statistically test between-model
differences while accounting for both participants and sentence pairs as random factors by means of a simple Wilcoxon
signed-rank test conducted across the 10 participant groups. For the set of randomly sampled natural-sentence pairs,
this test yielded no significant prediction accuracy differences between the candidate models (controlling for false
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a Randomly sampled natural-sentence pairs

b Controversial natural-sentence pairs

Figure 1: Model comparison using natural sentences. (a) (Left) Percentile-transformed sentence probabilities for
GPT-2 and RoBERTa (defined relative to all sentences used in the experiment) for randomly-sampled pairs of natural
sentences. Each pair of connected dots depicts one sentence pair. The two models are highly congruent in their rankings
of sentences within a pair (lines have upward slope). (Right) Accuracy of model predictions of human choices, measured
as the proportion of trials in which the same sentence was preferred by both the model and the human participant. Each
dot depicts the prediction accuracy of one candidate model averaged across a group of 10 participants presented with
a unique set of trials. The colored bars depict grand-averages across all 100 participants. The gray bar is the noise
ceiling whose left and right edges are lower and upper bounds on the grand-average performance an ideal model would
achieve (based on the consistency across human subjects). There were no significant differences in model performance
on the randomly sampled natural sentences. (b) (Left) Controversial natural-sentence pairs were selected such that the
models’ sentence probability ranks were incongruent (lines have downward slope). (Right) Controversial sentence pairs
enable efficient model comparison, revealing that BERT, XLM, LSTM, RNN and the n-gram models perform significantly
below the noise ceiling (asterisks indicate significance–Wilcoxon signed-rank test, controlling the false discovery rate
for nine comparisons at q < .05). On the right of the plot, each closed circle indicates a model significantly dominating
alternative models indicated by open circles (Wilcoxon signed-rank test, controlling the false discovery rate for all 36
model pairs at q < .05). GPT-2 outperforms all models except RoBERTA at predicting human judgments.

discovery rate for all 36 model pairs at q < .05). This result is unsurprising considering the high level of between-model
agreement on the sentence probability ranking within each of these sentence pairs.

To obtain an estimate of the noise ceiling [Nili et al., 2014] (i.e., the best possible prediction accuracy for this dataset),
we predicted each participant’s choices by the majority vote of the nine other participants who were presented the
same trials. This measurement provided a lower bound on the noise ceiling. Including the participant’s own choice
in the prediction yields an upper bound, since no set of predictions can be more human-aligned on average given
the between-subject variability. For the randomly sampled natural sentences, none of the models were found to be
significantly less accurate than the lower bound on the noise ceiling (controlling the false discovery rate for all nine
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models at q < .05). In other words, the 900 trials of randomly sampled and paired natural sentences provided no
statistical evidence that any of the language models are human-inconsistent.

Controversial natural-sentence pairs enable efficient model comparison

Next, we selected a set of controversial natural-sentence pairs by means of discrete optimization. The procedure
maximized the controversiality of the resulting sentence pairs between the candidate models. For each model, we
evaluated model-inferred sentence probabilities across a large corpus of 8-word Reddit sentences (Methods) and rank-
transformed the probabilities separately for each model. We then selected without replacement 10 natural controversial
sentence pairs for each of the 36 model pairs, yielding a total of 360 controversial sentence pairs. The optimization
(Eq. 2, Methods) had two goals: (1) minimizing the rank-transformed probability of the first sentence according to the
first model, subject to the constraint that this sentence must have above median probability according to the second
model, and (2) minimizing the rank-transformed probability of the second sentence according to the second model,
subject to the constraint that this sentence must have above median probability according to the first model. Because
each sentence was to be used only once, these goals interact across the 360 sentence pairs, so the optimization procedure
was implemented as a single integer programming problem for the entire experiment. By construction, this procedure
yielded sentence pairs in which one sentence had a high probability rank according to one model and a low probability
rank according to the other model, and the vice versa for the other sentence (for examples, see Table 1).

Each participant was presented with 36 controversial natural-sentence pairs, one per model-pair (a total of 10 con-
troversial natural-sentence pairs were evaluated for each model pair across the 100 participants). We evaluated the
models’ accuracy in predicting the human choices for these sentence pairs, considering for each model only the sentence
pairs in which it was one of the two targeted models (Fig. 1b). Pairwise comparisons of model prediction accuracy
indicated many significant differences in terms of model-human alignment (Wilcoxon signed-rank test, controlling the
false discovery rate at q < .05; Fig. 1b, right-hand panel). GPT-2 and RoBERTa showed the best human consistency
and 2-gram the worst. A similar pattern of pairwise dominance was obtained when each comparison used only the
controversial natural-sentence pairs targeting the model pair in question (Fig. S4a).

We statistically compared each model’s prediction accuracy to the lower bound on the noise ceiling (the accuracy
obtained by predicting each participant’s responses from the other participants’ responses). All models except GPT-2,
RoBERTa, and ELECTRA (i.e., BERT, XLM, LSTM, RNN, 3-gram, and 2-gram) performed significantly below
the noise ceiling (Wilcoxon signed-rank test, controlling the false discovery rate at q < .05). This result indicates

sentence log probability (model 1) log probability (model 2) # human choices

n1: Rust is generally caused by salt and sand. log p(n1|GPT-2) =−50.72 log p(n1|ELECTRA) =−38.54 10
n2: Where is Vernon Roche when you need him. log p(n2|GPT-2) =−32.26 log p(n2|ELECTRA) =−58.26 0

n1: Excellent draw and an overall great smoking experience. log p(n1|RoBERTa) =−67.78 log p(n1|GPT-2) =−36.76 10
n2: I should be higher and tied to inflation. log p(n2|RoBERTa) =−54.61 log p(n2|GPT-2) =−50.31 0

n1: You may try and ask on their forum. log p(n1|ELECTRA) =−51.44 log p(n1|LSTM) =−44.24 10
n2: I love how they look like octopus tentacles. log p(n2|ELECTRA) =−35.51 log p(n2|LSTM) =−66.66 0

n1: Grow up and quit whining about minor inconveniences. log p(n1|BERT) =−82.74 log p(n1|GPT-2) =−35.66 10
n2: The extra a is the correct Sanskrit pronunciation. log p(n2|BERT) =−51.06 log p(n2|GPT-2) =−51.10 0

n1: I like my password manager for this reason. log p(n1|XLM) =−68.93 log p(n1|RoBERTa) =−49.61 10
n2: Kind of like clan of the cave bear. log p(n2|XLM) =−44.24 log p(n2|RoBERTa) =−67.00 0

n1: We have raised a Generation of Computer geeks. log p(n1|LSTM) =−66.41 log p(n1|ELECTRA) =−36.57 10
n2: I mean when the refs are being sketchy. log p(n2|LSTM) =−42.04 log p(n2|ELECTRA) =−52.28 0

n1: This is getting ridiculous and ruining the hobby. log p(n1|RNN) =−100.65 log p(n1|LSTM) =−43.50 10
n2: I think the boys and invincible are better. log p(n2|RNN) =−45.16 log p(n2|LSTM) =−59.00 0

n1: Then attach them with the supplied wood screws. log p(n1|3-gram) =−119.09 log p(n1|GPT-2) =−34.84 10
n2: Sounds like you were used both a dog. log p(n2|3-gram) =−92.07 log p(n2|GPT-2) =−52.84 0

n1: Cream cheese with ham and onions on crackers. log p(n1|2-gram) =−131.99 log p(n1|RoBERTa) =−54.62 10
n2: I may have to parallel process that drinking. log p(n2|2-gram) =−109.46 log p(n2|RoBERTa) =−70.69 0

Table 1: Examples of controversial natural-sentence pairs that maximally contributed to each model’s prediction
error. For each model (double row, “model 1”), the table shows results for two sentences on which the model failed
severely. In each case, the failing model 1 prefers sentence n2 (higher log probability bolded), while the model it was
pitted against (“model 2”) and all 10 human subjects presented with that sentence pair prefer sentence n1. (When more
than one sentence pair induced an equal maximal error in a model, the example included in the table was chosen at
random.)
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a misalignment between these models’ predictions and human judgments which was only revealed when using
controversial sentence pairs.

Synthesizing controversial sentence pairs

Selecting controversial natural-sentence pairs may provide greater power than randomly sampling natural-sentence
pairs, but this search procedure considers a very limited part of the space of possible sentence pairs. Instead, we
can iteratively replace words in a sentence to drive different models to make opposing predictions, forming synthetic
controversial sentences that may lay outside any natural language corpora.

We developed a procedure for synthesizing controversial sentence pairs in which naturally occurring sentences serve as
initializations for synthetic sentences as well as reference points that guide sentence synthesis (Figure 2). We begin by
sampling a naturally occurring sentence. We then iteratively replace words in the sentence with words from a predefined
vocabulary, aiming to minimize the sentence probability assigned to the synthetic sentence by one language model,
subject to the constraint that the synthetic sentence remains at least as likely as the natural sentence according to an
alternative model (see Methods, “Generating Synthetic Controversial Sentence-Pairs” for further details). Conceptually,
this approach resembles Maximum Differentiation (MAD) competition Wang and Simoncelli [2008], introduced to
compare models of image quality assessment.

Synthetic-sentence pairs enable even greater disentanglement of model predictions

For each model pair, 10 controversial synthetic-sentence pairs were evaluated by the human subjects. We evaluated
how well each model predicted the human sentence choices in all of the controversial synthetic-sentence pairs in
which the model was one of the two models targeted (Fig. 3a, right-hand panel). This evaluation of model-human
alignment resulted in an even greater separation between the models’ prediction accuracies than was obtained when
using controversial natural-sentence pairs, pushing the weaker models (RNN, 3-gram, and 2-gram) far below the
50% chance accuracy level. GPT-2, RoBERTa and ELECTRA were found to be significantly more accurate than the
alternative models (BERT, XLM, LSTM, RNN, 3-gram, and 2-gram) in predicting the human responses to these trials
(Wilcoxon signed-rank test, controlling the false discovery rate for all 36 model pairs at q < .05). All of the models
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Figure 2: Synthesizing controversial sentence pairs. The small open dots denote 500 randomly sampled natural
sentences. The big open dot denotes the natural sentence used for initializing the controversial sentence optimization,
and the closed dots are the resulting synthetic sentences. (a) In this example, we start with the randomly sampled natural
sentence “Luke has a ton of experience with winning”. If we adjust this sentence to minimize its probability according to
GPT-2 (while keeping the sentence at least as likely as the natural sentence according to ELECTRA), we obtain the
synthetic sentence “Nothing has a world of excitement and joys”. By repeating this procedure while switching the roles of
the models, we generate the synthetic sentence “Diddy has a wealth of experience with grappling”, which decreases
ELECTRA’s probability while slightly increasing GPT-2’s. (b) In this example, we start with the randomly sampled natural
sentence “I need to see how this played out”. If we adjust this sentence to minimize its probability according to RoBERTa
(while keeping the sentence at least as likely as the natural sentence according to 3-gram), we obtain the synthetic
sentence “You have to realize is that noise again”. If we instead decrease only 3-gram’s probability, we generate the
synthetic sentence “I wait to see how it shakes out”.
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except for GPT-2 were found to be significantly below the lower bound on the noise ceiling (Wilcoxon signed-rank test,
controlling the false discovery rate for all nine models at q < .05). Evaluating each model pair only on the controversial
synthetic-sentence pairs specifically targeting that particular model pair yielded a similar model ranking (Fig. S4b).

Examples of controversial synthetic-sentence pairs that maximally contributed to the models’ prediction error appear in
Table 2. Qualitatively inspecting these sentence pairs suggests that for each language model, the optimization unveiled
nonsensical or even nongrammatical sentences that were strongly favored by the model over more natural alternatives.

sentence log probability (model 1) log probability (model 2) # human choices

s1: You can reach his stories on an instant. log p(s1|GPT-2) =−64.92 log p(s1|RoBERTa) =−59.98 10
s2: Anybody can behead a rattles an an antelope. log p(s2|GPT-2) =−40.45 log p(s2|RoBERTa) =−90.87 0

s1: However they will still compare you to others. log p(s1|RoBERTa) =−53.40 log p(s1|GPT-2) =−31.59 10
s2: Why people who only give themselves to others. log p(s2|RoBERTa) =−48.66 log p(s2|GPT-2) =−47.13 0

s1: He healed faster than any professional sports player. log p(s1|ELECTRA) =−48.77 log p(s1|BERT) =−50.21 10
s2: One gets less than a single soccer team. log p(s2|ELECTRA) =−38.25 log p(s2|BERT) =−59.09 0

s1: That is the narrative we have been sold. log p(s1|BERT) =−56.14 log p(s1|GPT-2) =−26.31 10
s2: This is the week you have been dying. log p(s2|BERT) =−50.66 log p(s2|GPT-2) =−39.50 0

s1: The resilience is made stronger by early adversity. log p(s1|XLM) =−62.95 log p(s1|RoBERTa) =−54.34 10
s2: Every thing is made alive by infinite Ness. log p(s2|XLM) =−42.95 log p(s2|RoBERTa) =−75.72 0

s1: President Trump threatens to storm the White House. log p(s1|LSTM) =−58.78 log p(s1|RoBERTa) =−41.67 10
s2: West Surrey refused to form the White House. log p(s2|LSTM) =−40.35 log p(s2|RoBERTa) =−67.32 0

s1: Las beans taste best with a mustard sauce. log p(s1|RNN) =−131.62 log p(s1|RoBERTa) =−60.58 10
s2: Roughly lanes being alive in a statement ratings. log p(s2|RNN) =−49.31 log p(s2|RoBERTa) =−99.90 0

s1: You are constantly seeing people play the multi. log p(s1|3-gram) =−107.16 log p(s1|ELECTRA) =−44.79 10
s2: This will probably the happiest contradicts the hypocrite. log p(s2|3-gram) =−91.59 log p(s2|ELECTRA) =−75.83 0

s1: A buyer can own a genuine product also. log p(s1|2-gram) =−127.35 log p(s1|ELECTRA) =−40.21 10
s2: One versed in circumference of highschool I rambled. log p(s2|2-gram) =−113.73 log p(s2|ELECTRA) =−92.61 0

Table 2: Examples of controversial synthetic-sentence pairs that maximally contributed to each model’s predic-
tion error. For each model (double row, “model 1”), the table shows results for two sentences on which the model failed
severely. In each case, the failing model 1 prefers sentence s2 (higher log probability bolded), while the model it was
pitted against (“model 2”) and all 10 human subjects presented with that sentence pair prefer sentence s1. (When more
than one sentence pair induced an equal maximal error in a model, the example included in the table was chosen at
random.)

Pairs of natural and synthetic sentences uncover blindspots in all models

Last, we considered trials in which the participants were asked to choose between a natural sentence and one of the
synthetic sentences which was generated from that natural sentence. Twenty pairs of sentences for each model pair were
presented to the participants, 10 for which the natural sentence was shown with one of the derived synthetic sentences
and 10 for which the natural sentence was shown with the other derived synthetic sentence. For each of these trials,
there is (by construction) a model that rates the synthetic sentence to be at least as probable as the natural sentence. If
the language model is fully aligned with human judgments, we would expect humans to agree with the model, and
select the synthetic sentence at least as much as the natural sentence. That would bring the noise ceiling and the model
prediction accuracy to a similar level–50% or more. In reality, the sample of human participants we tested showed a
systematic preference for the natural sentences over their synthetic counterparts (Fig. 3b, right-hand panel), even when
the synthetic sentences were formed such that the stronger models (i.e., GPT-2, RoBERTA, or ELECTRA) would favor
them over the natural sentences. See Table 3 for examples.

This result demonstrates an abundance of imperfections in the distribution of language as learned by even the stronger
models. By forming synthetic sentences that are at least as probable as reference naturally-occurring sentences but are
improbable according to an alternative model, we find stark inconsistencies between language models and humans.
Evaluating natural sentence preference separately for each model-pairing (Fig. S5) demonstrates that the alternative
model targeted to “reject” the synthetic sentence (i.e., rate it to be less probable than the natural sentence) does not
have to be particularly strong. For example, when GPT-2 is targeted to “accept” the synthetic sentence (i.e., assign it
with at least as high probability as the natural sentence) and the 2-gram or another weak model is targeted to reject the
synthetic sentence, the resulting synthetic sentences are still viewed as less probable than the natural sentences (top row
of Fig. S5).
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a Synthetic controversial sentence pairs

b Synthetic vs. natural sentences

natural sentence synthetic sentence

Figure 3: Model comparison using synthetic sentences. (a) (Left) Percentile-transformed sentence probabilities for
GPT-2 and RoBERTa for controversial synthetic-sentence pairs. Each pair of connected dots depict one sentence pair.
(Right) Model prediction accuracy, measured as the proportion of trials in which the same sentence was preferred by
both the model and the human participant. GPT-2, RoBERTa and ELECTRA significantly outperformed the other models
(Wilcoxon signed-rank test, controlling the false discovery rate for all 36 model comparisons at q < .05). All of the models
except for GPT-2 were found to perform below the noise ceiling (gray) of predicting each participant’s choices from the
majority votes of the other participants (asterisks indicate significance–Wilcoxon signed-rank test, controlling the false
discovery rate for nine comparisons at q < .05). (b) (Left) Each connected triplet of dots depicts a natural sentence
and its derived synthetic sentences, optimized to decrease the probability only under GPT-2 (left dots in a triplet) or
only under RoBERTa (bottom dots in a triplet). (Right) Each model was evaluated across all of the synthetic-natural
sentence pairs for which it was targeted to keep the synthetic sentence at least as probable as the natural sentence (see
Fig. -S6 for the complementary data binning). This evaluation yielded a below-chance prediction accuracy for all of the
models, which was also significantly below the lower bound on the noise ceiling. This indicates that, although the models
assessed that these synthetic sentences were at least as probable as the original natural sentence, humans disagreed
and showed a systematic preference for the natural sentence. See Figure 1’s caption for details on the visualization
conventions used in this figure.
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sentence log probability (model 1) log probability (model 2) # human choices

n: I always cover for him and make excuses. log p(n|GPT-2) =−36.46 log p(n|2-gram) =−106.95 10
s: We either wish for it or ourselves do. log p(s |GPT-2) =−36.15 log p(s |2-gram) =−122.28 0

n: This is why I will never understand boys. log p(n|RoBERTa) =−46.88 log p(n|2-gram) =−103.11 10
s: This is why I will never kiss boys. log p(s |RoBERTa) =−46.75 log p(s |2-gram) =−107.91 0

n: One of the ones I did required it. log p(n|ELECTRA) =−35.97 log p(n|LSTM) =−40.89 10
s: Many of the years I did done so. log p(s |ELECTRA) =−35.77 log p(s |LSTM) =−46.25 0

n: There were no guns in the Bronze Age. log p(n|BERT) =−48.48 log p(n|ELECTRA) =−30.40 10
s: There is rich finds from the Bronze Age. log p(s |BERT) =−48.46 log p(s |ELECTRA) =−44.34 0

n: You did a great job on cleaning them. log p(n|XLM) =−40.38 log p(n|RNN) =−43.47 10
s: She did a great job at do me. log p(s |XLM) =−39.89 log p(s |RNN) =−61.03 0

n: This logic has always seemed flawed to me. log p(n|LSTM) =−39.77 log p(n|RNN) =−45.92 10
s: His cell has always seemed instinctively to me. log p(s |LSTM) =−38.89 log p(s |RNN) =−62.81 0

s: Stand near the cafe and sip your coffee. log p(s |RNN) =−65.55 log p(s |ELECTRA) =−34.46 10
n: Sit at the front and break your neck. log p(n|RNN) =−44.18 log p(n|ELECTRA) =−34.65 0

n: Most of my jobs have been like this. log p(n|3-gram) =−80.72 log p(n|LSTM) =−35.07 10
s: One of my boyfriend have been like this. log p(s |3-gram) =−80.63 log p(s |LSTM) =−41.44 0

n: They even mentioned that I offer white flowers. log p(n|2-gram) =−113.38 log p(n|BERT) =−62.81 10
s: But even fancied that would logically contradictory philosophies. log p(s |2-gram) =−113.24 log p(s |BERT) =−117.98 0

Table 3: Examples of pairs of synthetic and natural sentences that maximally contributed to each model’s
prediction error. For each model (double row, “model 1”), the table shows results for two sentences on which the model
failed severely. In each case, the failing model 1 prefers synthetic sentence s (higher log probability bolded), while
the model it was pitted against (“model 2”) and all 10 human subjects presented with that sentence pair prefer natural
sentence n. (When more than one sentence pair induced an equal maximal error in a model, the example included in
the table was chosen at random.)

Evaluating the entire dataset reveals a hierarchy of language models, but no model is fully human aligned

Rather than evaluating each model’s prediction accuracy with respect to the particular sentence pairs that were formed
to compare this model to alternative models, we can maximize our statistical power by computing the average prediction
accuracy for each model with respect to all of the experimental trials we collected. Furthermore, rather than binarizing
the human and model judgments, here we measure the ordinal correspondence between the graded human choices
(taking confidence into account) and the log ratio of the sentence probabilities assigned by each candidate model. Using
this more sensitive benchmark (Figure 4), we found GPT-2 to be the most human-aligned, followed by RoBERTa; then
ELECTRA; BERT; XLM and LSTM; and the RNN, 3-gram, and 2-gram models (q < .05 for all of the comparisons
marked in Fig. 4). All of the models (including GPT-2) were found to be significantly less accurate than the lower bound
on the noise ceiling (Wilcoxon signed-rank test, controlling the false discovery rate for nine comparisons at q < .05).

1.0 0.5 0.0 0.5 1.0
ordinal correlation between human ratings and models'

sentence pair probability log-ratio (signed-rank cosine similarity)

GPT-2

RoBERTa

ELECTRA

BERT

XLM

LSTM

RNN

3-gram

2-gram

Figure 4: Ordinal correlation of the
models’ sentence probability log-
ratios and human Likert ratings. For
each sentence pair, model prediction
was quantified by log p(s1|m)

p(s2|m)
. This log-

ratio was correlated with the Likert rat-
ings of each particular participant, using
signed-rank cosine similarity (see Meth-
ods). This analysis, taking all trials and
human confidence level into account, in-
dicates that GPT-2 performed best in
predicting human sentence probability
judgments. However, its predictions are
still significantly misaligned with the hu-
man choices. See Figure 1’s caption for
details on the visualization convention.
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Models differ in their sensitivity to low-level linguistic features

While the controversial sentences presented in this study were synthesized without consideration for particular linguistic
features, we performed a post hoc analysis to explore the contribution of different features to model and human
preferences (Fig. S7). For each controversial synthetic sentence pair, we computed the semantic coherence of each
sentence (measured by the average pairwise correlation between semantic GloVe vector representations [Pennington
et al., 2014] of all eight words) and the average log-transformed word frequency for each sentence (extracted from the
publicly available subtlex database [Van Heuven et al., 2014]). We performed paired sample t-tests across sentence
pairs between the linguistic feature preferences for models vs. humans, and found that GPT-2, LSTM, RNN, 3-gram,
and 2-gram models were significantly more likely (vs. humans) to prefer low-coherence sentences, while ELECTRA
was significantly more likely to prefer high-coherence sentences (controlling the false discovery rate for all nine models
at q < .05). For word frequency, the RNN, 3-gram, and 2-gram models were significantly biased (vs. humans) to
prefer sentences with low-frequency words, while ELECTRA and XLM showed a significant bias for high-frequency
words. These results indicate that even strong models like GPT-2 and ELECTRA can exhibit subtle misalignments with
humans in their response to simple linguistic features, when evaluated on sentences synthesized to be controversial.

Discussion

In this study, we introduced a model-driven experimental approach to comparing candidate computational models of
human language processing. Specifically, we probed the models’ ability to predict human relative sentence probability
judgments using controversial sentence pairs, selected or synthesized so that two models disagreed about which sentence
was more probable. This approach allowed us to statistically distinguish between language models in terms of their
human consistency and test how well the models’ predictions generalize beyond the training distribution.

We found that (1) GPT-2 (a unidirectional transformer model trained on predicting upcoming tokens) and RoBERTa (a
bidirectional transformer trained on a held-out word prediction task) were the most predictive of human judgments on
controversial natural-sentence pairs (Fig. 1b); (2) GPT-2, RoBERTa, and ELECTRA (a bidirectional transformer trained
on detecting corrupted tokens) were the most predictive of human judgments on pairs of sentences synthesized to
maximize controversiality (Fig. 3a); and (3) GPT-2 was the most human-consistent model when considering the entire
behavioral dataset we collected (Fig. 4). And yet, all of the models, including GPT-2, exhibited behavior inconsistent
with human judgments; Using an alternative model as a counterforce, we could corrupt natural sentences such that their
probability under a model did not decrease, but humans tended to reject the corrupted sentence as unlikely (Fig. 3b).

Implications for artificial neural network language models as neuropsycholinguistic models

Unlike convolutional neural networks, whose architectural design principles are roughly inspired by biological vision
[Lindsay, 2021], the design of current neural network language models is largely uninformed by psycholinguistics
and neuroscience. And yet, there is an ongoing effort to adopt and adapt neural network language models to serve
as computational hypotheses of how humans process language, making use of a variety of different architectures,
training corpora, and training tasks [e.g., Wehbe et al., 2014, Toneva and Wehbe, 2019, Heilbron et al., 2020, Jain
et al., 2020, Lyu et al., 2021, Schrimpf et al., 2021, Wilcox et al., 2021, Goldstein et al., 2022, Caucheteux and King,
2022]. We found that recurrent neural networks make markedly human-inconsistent predictions once pitted against
transformer-based neural networks. This finding coincides with recent evidence that transformers also outperform
recurrent networks for predicting neural responses as measured by ECoG or fMRI [Schrimpf et al., 2021], as well as
with evidence from model-based prediction of human reading speed [Wilcox et al., 2021, Merkx and Frank, 2021]
and N400 amplitude [Merkx and Frank, 2021, Michaelov et al., 2021]. Among the transformers, GPT-2, RoBERTa,
and ELECTRA showed the best performance. These models are trained to optimize only word-level prediction tasks,
as opposed to BERT and XLM which are additionally trained on next-sentence prediction and cross-lingual tasks,
respectively (and have the same architecture as RoBERTa). This suggests that local word prediction provides better
alignment with human language comprehension. GPT-2 performed the best overall, consistent with this model’s
advantage in predicting ECoG and fMRI responses to natural language [Schrimpf et al., 2021; see also Goldstein et al.,
2022, Caucheteux and King, 2022].

Despite the agreement between our results and previous work in terms of model ranking, the significant failure of GPT-2
in predicting the human responses to natural versus synthetic controversial pairs (Fig. 3b) demonstrates that GPT-2
does not fully emulate the computations employed in human processing of even short sentences. This outcome is some
ways unsurprising, given that GPT-2 (like all of the other models we considered) is an off-the-shelf machine learning
model that was not designed with human psycholinguistic and physiological details in mind. And yet, the considerable
human inconsistency we observed seems to stand in stark contrast with the recent report of GPT-2 explaining about
100 percent of the explainable variance in fMRI and ECoG responses to natural sentences [Schrimpf et al., 2021].
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Part of this discrepancy could be explained by the fact that Schrimpf and colleagues mapped GPT-2 hidden-layer
activations to brain data by means of regularized linear regression (i.e., a linearized encoding analysis was employed).
This learned projection into the lower-dimensional space of neural responses identifies a subspace within GPT-2’s
language representation that is well-aligned with brain responses, but does not necessarily imply that GPT-2’s overall
sentence probabilities will be human-like. More importantly, when language models are evaluated with natural language,
strong statistical models might capitalize on features in the data that are distinct from, but highly correlated with,
features that are meaningful to humans. Therefore, a model that performs well on typical sentences might employ
computational mechanisms that are very distinct from the brain’s, which will only be revealed by testing the model
in a more challenging domain. Note that even the simplest model we considered–a 2-gram frequency table–actually
performed quite well on predicting human judgments for randomly-sampled natural sentences, and its deficiencies only
became obvious when challenged by controversial sentence pairs. We predict that testing model-brain correspondence
with controversial synthetic sentences designed to elicit distinct representations in different language models will
reveal considerable discrepancies between GPT-2 (as well as the other off-the-shelf language models) and human
neural representations. In addition to our approach for optimizing controversiality across sentences, complementary
methods could be used for generating individual sentences as stimuli for functional MRI experiments, for example with
controversial transition probabilities between consecutive words [Rakocevic, 2021].

Testing with controversial sentences can be seen as a generalization test of language models: having been trained only
on typical sentences, to what extent can they judge the probability of atypical sentences? For humans, comprehending
strange-sounding language with atypical constructions or unapparent meaning is not a cognitive challenge, as pragmatic
judgments can be made about a speaker’s intentions from environmental and linguistic context [Goodman and Frank,
2016]. While the most advanced language models also utilize linguistic context to evaluate individual sentences,
perturbations in typical syntactic or semantic constructions appear to have a much more dramatic effect on their outputs.
The fact that even the best model we considered, GPT-2, failed this generalization test can be interpreted in two
ways. First, it might be that the next-word prediction task is indeed sufficient for achieving a fully human aligned
model but GPT-2 still falls short in terms its architecture, learning rules, or training data. If this is the case, stronger
next-word prediction models (i.e., GPT-3 and its future predecessors) might close the gap between models and humans.
Alternatively, it might be that other linguistic tasks, or even non-linguistic task demands (in particular, representing
the external world, the self, and other agents) will turn out to be critical for achieving human-like natural language
processing [Howell et al., 2005].

Pitting models against each other circumvents the ground-truth problem of adversarial methods for NLP
models

Machine vision models are highly susceptible to adversarial examples [Szegedy et al., 2013, Goodfellow et al., 2015].
Such adversarial examples are typically generated by choosing a correctly classified natural image and then searching
for a minuscule (and therefore human-imperceptible) image perturbation that would change the targeted model’s
classification. The prospect that similar covert model failure modes may exist also for NLP models has motivated
proposed generalizations of adversarial methods to textual inputs [for review, see Zhang et al., 2020]. However,
imperceptible perturbations cannot be applied to written text: any modified word or character is humanly perceptible.
Prior work on adversarial examples for NLP models have instead relied on heuristic constraints aiming to limit the
adversarial text modifications from altering the meaning of the text as understood by human speakers. Some of
these adversarial methods introduce only low-level replacements that are unlikely to affect semantics, for example,
flipping a character [Liang et al., 2018, Ebrahimi et al., 2018]. Others seek to introduce higher-level but semantics-
preserving modifications, such as changing number or gender [Abdou et al., 2020] or replacing words with their
synonyms [Alzantot et al., 2018, Ribeiro et al., 2018, Ren et al., 2019]. However, since these heuristics rely on rough
approximations of human language processing, none of them is guaranteed to result in genuine adversarial examples
(i.e., inputs that induce an incorrect response in the model, as judged against human evaluation), many of these methods
indeed introduce modifications that fail to preserve semantics [Morris et al., 2020]. Interactive (“human-in-the-loop”)
adversarial approaches allow human subjects to repeatedly alter model inputs such that it confuses target models but not
secondary participants [Wallace et al., 2019, Kiela et al., 2021], but these approaches are inherently slow and costly and
are limited by mental models the human subjects form about the evaluated NLP models.

By contrast, testing NLP models on controversial sentence pairs does not require approximating or querying a human
ground truth during optimization–the objective of controversiality is independent of correctness. Instead, by designing
inputs to elicit conflicting predictions among the models and assessing human responses to these inputs only once the
optimization loop has terminated, we capitalize on the simple fact that if two models disagree with respect to an input,
at least one of the models must be making an incorrect prediction. Pitting language models against other language
models also can be conducted by other approaches such as “red-teaming”, where an alternative language model is
used as a generator of potential adversarial examples for a targeted model and a classifier is used to filter the generated
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examples such that the output they induce in the targeted model is indeed incorrect [Perez et al., 2022]. Our approach
shares the underlying principle that an alternative language model can drive a more powerful test than handcrafted
heuristics, but it differs from red-teaming in two respects: (1) Here, the roles of the models are symmetric (there is
no “attacking” and “attacked” models) and (2) Importantly, the controversiality objective requires no filtering of the
generated examples for their adversarial status.

Limitations and future directions

While our results demonstrate that using controversial stimuli can identify subtle differences in language models’
alignment with human judgments, our study was limited in a number of ways.

First, not all available models were tested in our experiment, for a number of reasons. Primarily, the space of language
models is constantly expanding as small improvements are made to existing models to yield slightly higher performance
accuracy on some key task. Our model selection reflects a selection of popular models available when the time the
stimulus set was created. Secondly, at the time of conducting the study, some models of interest [e.g. GPT-3, Brown
et al., 2020] were not available for full inspection and analysis but instead were offered only through a limited API. And
last, we were limited by the number of models we could include in this study, given that the number of trials required to
test each pair of models would increase multiplicatively with each new model, and we aimed to include multiple models
from each of the three classes. Future work can introduce (potentially adaptive) controversial sentence optimization
procedures that consider large sets of candidate models, allowing for greater model coverage than our simpler pairwise
approach.

A more substantial limitation of the current study is that we measured only the sentence preferences of human
participants, and so cannot directly assess whether these judgments were driven by semantic, grammatical, or other
linguistic information. Similarly, we did not optimize sentences to be controversial with respect to specific linguistic
features, as in handcrafted datasets like BLiMP [Warstadt et al., 2020] with sentence pairs designed to probe particular
aspects of linguistic acceptability. Our post-hoc analysis of low-level linguistic features suggested that some models
tend to differ from humans in the influence of low-level linguistic criteria on the evaluation of sentence probabilities, but
it is not clear whether this contrast represents deep inductive biases resulting from differences in model architecture and
training. In future work these kinds of features could be explicitly controlled as part of the optimization process. For
example, sentiment classifiers could be trained on BERT and GPT-2 representations, and a sentence could be optimized
to have a strong positive sentiment according to BERT and a strong negative sentiment according to GPT-2 (while still
having a typical sentence probability according to both BERT and GPT-2).

Further extensions of our work could explore alternative methods for optimizing controversial sentences. Our current
optimization procedure could be made more effective by replacing the simple hill-climbing search method we used
with less local search procedures, such as beam search or evolutionary algorithms. A more substantive change would be
to reformulate the optimization objective based on an Information-Theoretic Optimal Experimental Design approach
[Lindley, 1956]. Specifically, if language model probabilities can be mapped to calibrated human judgment probabilities,
sentence pairs can be synthesized to maximize the expected information gain with respect to the model comparison task.
However, our results suggest that at least for the current language models, this full Information-Theoretic formulation
may not be necessary; our current approach (focusing on sentence rank-ordering rather than calibrated probabilities)
delineates a clear hierarchy of models based on empirical model-human alignment and uncovers stark discrepancies
between all of the candidate language models and human judgments.

Methods

Language models

We tested nine models from three distinct classes: n-gram models, recurrent neural networks, and transformers. The
n-gram models were trained with open source code from the Natural Language Toolkit [Bird et al., 2009], the recurrent
neural networks were trained with architectures and optimization procedures available in PyTorch [Paszke et al., 2019],
and the transformers were implemented with the open-source repository HuggingFace [Wolf et al., 2020].

N-gram models. N-gram models [Shannon, 1948], the simplest language model class, are trained by counting the
number of occurrences of all unique phrases of length N words in large text corpora. N-gram models make predictions
about upcoming words by using empirical conditional probabilities in the training corpus. We tested both 2-gram and
3-gram variants. In 2-gram models, all unique two-word phrases are counted, and each upcoming word probability
(probability of w2 conditioned on previous word w1) is determined by dividing the count of 2-gram w1, w2 by the
count of unigram (word) w1. In 3-gram models, all unique three-word phrases are counted, and upcoming word
probabilities (probability of w3 conditioned on previous words w1 and w2) are determined by dividing the count of
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3-gram w1, w2, w3 by the count of 2-gram w1, w2. In both such models, sentence probabilities can be computed as the
product of all unidirectional word transition probabilities in a given sentence. We trained both the 2-gram and 3-gram
models on a large corpus composed of text from four sources: i) public comments from the social media website Reddit
(reddit.com) acquired using the public API at pushshift.io, ii) articles from Wikipedia, iii) English books and
poetry available for free at Project Gutenberg (gutenberg.org), and iv) articles compiled in the American Local News
Corpus [Irvine et al., 2014]. The n-gram probability estimates were regularized by means of Kneser-Ney smoothing
[Kneser and Ney, 1995].

Recurrent neural network models. We also tested two recurrent neural network models, including a simple recurrent
neural network (RNN) [Rumelhart et al., 1986] and a more complex long short-term memory recurrent neural network
(LSTM) [Hochreiter and Schmidhuber, 1997]. We trained both of these models on a next word prediction task using
the same corpus used to train the n-gram models. Both the RNN and LSTM had a 256-feature embedding size and
a 512-feature hidden state size, and were trained over 100 independent batches of text for 50 epochs with a learning
rate of .002. Both models’ training sets were tokenized into individual words and consisted of a vocabulary of 94,607
unique tokens.

Transformer models. Similar to RNNs, transformers are designed to make predictions about sequential inputs.
However, transformers do not use a recurrent architecture, and have a number of more complex architectural features.
For example, unlike the fixed token embeddings in classic RNNs, transformers utilize context-dependent embeddings
that vary depending on a token’s position. Most transformers also contain multiple attention heads in each layer of
the model, which can help direct the model to relevant tokens in complex ways. We tested five models with varying
architectures and training procedures, including BERT [Devlin et al., 2019], RoBERTa [Liu et al., 2019], XLM [Conneau
and Lample, 2019], ELECTRA [Clark et al., 2020], and GPT-2 [Radford et al., 2019].

• We used the large version of BERT (bi-directonal encoder representations from transformers), containing 24
encoding layers, 1024 hidden units in the feedforward network element of the model, and 16 attention heads.
BERT is a bi-directional model trained to perform two different tasks: i) a masked language modeling (MLM)
task, in which 15 percent of tokens are replaced with a special [MASK] token and BERT must predict the
masked word, and ii) next sentence prediction (NSP), in which BERT aims to predict the upcoming sentence
in the training corpus given the current sentence.

• RoBERTa is also a bi-directional model that uses the same architecture as BERT. However, RoBERTa was
trained on exclusively the masked word prediction task, and not next sentence prediction. This makes empirical
comparisons between BERT and RoBERTa particularly interesting, because they differ only in training
procedure and not architecture.

• XLM is a cross-lingual bi-directional model which, too, shares BERT’s original architecture. XLM is trained
on three different tasks: i) the same MLM task used in both BERT and RoBERTa, ii) a causal language
modeling task where upcoming words are predicted from left to right, and iii) a translation modeling task. On
this task, each training example consists of the same text in two languages, and the model performs a masked
language modeling task using context from one language to predict tokens of another. Such a task can help the
XLM model become robust to idiosyncrasies of one particular language that may not convey much linguistic
information.

• The ELECTRA model uses a training approach that involves two transformer models: a generator and a
discriminator. While the generator performs a masked language modeling task similar to other transformers,
the discriminator simultaneously tries to figure out which masked tokens were replaced by the generator. This
task may be more efficient than pure masked token prediction, because it uses information from all input
tokens rather than only the masked subset.

• GPT-2, the second iteration of GPT OpenAI’s GPT model, is the only unidirectional transformer model that
we tested. We used the pretrained GPT-2-xl version, with 48 encoding layers and 25 attention heads in each
layer. Because GPT-2 is unidirectional it was trained only on the causal language modeling task, in which
tokens are predicted from left to right.

Evaluating sentence-level probabilities

We then sought to compute the probability of arbitrary sentences under each of the models described above. The
term “sentence” is used in this context in its broadest sense–a sequence of English words, not necessarily restricted to
grammatical English sentences. Unlike some classification tasks in which valid model predictions may be expected
only for grammatical sentences (e.g., sentiment analysis), the sentence probability comparison task is defined over the
entire domain of word sequences.
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For the set of unidirectional models, evaluating sentence probabilities was performed simply by summing the log
probabilities of each successive token in the sentence from left to right given all the previous tokens. For bidirectional
models, this process was not as straightforward. Some attempts have been made to evaluate sentence probabilities from
bidirectional transformer models (e.g., Wang and Cho [2019]), but there is no clear consensus on the appropriate method
for doing so. One challenge is that transformer model probabilities do not necessarily reflect a coherent joint probability;
the summed log sentence probability resulting from adding words in one order (e.g. left to right) does not necessarily
equal the probability resulting from a different order (e.g. right to left). Here we developed a novel formulation of
bidirectional sentence probabilities in which we considered all permutations of word positions as possible construction
orders. In practice, we observed that the distribution of log probabilities resulting from different permutations tends to
center tightly around a mean value (for example, for RoBERTa evaluated with natural sentences, the average coefficient
of variation was approximately 0.059). Therefore in order to efficiently calculate bidirectional sentence probability,
we evaluate 100 different random permutations (analogous to the random word visitation order used to sample serial
reproduction chains, Yamakoshi et al. [2022]) and define the overall sentence log probability as the mean log probability
calculated from each permutation. Specifically, we initialized an eight-word sentence with all tokens replaced with the
“mask” token used in place of to-be-predicted words during model training. We selected a random permutation P of
positions 1 through 8, and started by computing the probability of the word at first of these positions P1 given the other
seven “mask” tokens. We then replaced the “mask” at position P1 with the actual word at this position and computed
the probability of the word at P2 given the other six “mask” tokens and the word at P1. This process was repeated until
all “mask” tokens had been filled by the corresponding word.

A secondary challenge in evaluating sentence probabilities in bidirectional transformer models stems from the fact
that these models use word-piece tokenizers (as opposed to whole words), and that these tokenizers are different for
different models. For example, one tokenizer might include the word “beehive” as a single token, while others strive for
a smaller library of unique tokens by evaluating “beehive” as the two tokens “bee” and “hive”. The model probability
of a multi-token word–similar to the probability of a multi-word sentence–may depend on the order in which the chain
rule is applied. Therefore, all unique permutations of token order for each multi-token word were also evaluated within
their respective “masks”. For example, the probability of the word “beehive” would be evaluated as follows:

log p(w = beehive) =0.5
(

log p(w1 = bee | w2 = MASK) + log p(w2 = hive | w1 = bee)
)

+0.5
(

log p(w2 = hive | w1 = MASK) + log p(w1 = bee | w2 = hive))
(1)

Sampling of natural sentences

Natural sentences were sampled from the same four text sources used to construct the training corpus for the n-gram
and recurrent neural network models (see above), while ensuring that there was no overlap between training and testing
sentences. Sentences were filtered to include only those with eight distinct words and no punctuation aside from periods,
exclamation points, or question marks at the end of a sentence. Then, all eight-word sentences were further filtered to
include only the 27,079 words included in the training corpus for the n-gram and recurrent neural network models, and
to exclude those included in a predetermined list of inappropriate words and phrases.

Selection of Controversial Natural-Sentence Pairs

We evaluated 231,725 eight-word sentences sampled from Reddit. Reddit comments were scraped from across the
entire website and all unique eight-word sentences were saved. These sentences were subsequently filtered to exclude
blatant spelling errors, inappropriate language, and individual words that were not included in the corpus used to train
the n-gram and recurrent neural network models in our experiment.

We estimated log p(s | m) for each natural sentence s and each model m as described above. We then rank-transformed
the sentence probabilities separately for each model, assigning the fractional rank r(s | m) = 0 to the least probable
sentence according to model m and r(s | m) = 1 to the most probable one. This step eliminated differences between
models in terms of probability calibration.

Next, we aimed to filter this corpus for controversial sentences. To prune the candidate sentences, we eliminated any
sentence s for which no pair of models m1, m2 held (r(s | m1) < 0.5) and (r(s | m2) ≥ 0.5), where r(s | m1) is
the fractional rank assigned for sentence s by model m. This step ensured that all of the remaining sentences had a
below-median probability according to one model and above-median probability according to another, for at least one
pair of models. We also excluded sentences in which any word (except for prepositions) appeared more than once.
After this pruning, 85,749 candidate sentences remained, from which

(
85749

2

)
≈ 3.67× 109 possible sentence pairs can

be formed.
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We aimed to select 360 controversial sentence pairs, devoting 10 sentence pairs to each of the 36 models pairs. First, we
defined two 360-long integer vectors m1 and m2, specifying for each of the 360 yet unselected sentence pairs which
model pair they contrast. We then selected 360 sentence pairs

(
s11, s

2
1

)
,
(
s12, s

2
2

)
...,
(
s1360, s

2
360

)
by solving the following

minimization problem:

{(s1j
∗
, s2j
∗
) | j = 1, 2, ..360} = argmin

s1,s2

∑
j

(
r(s1j |m1

j ) + r(s2j |m2
j )
)

(2)

subject to ∀jr(s1j |m2
j ) ≥ 0.5 (2a)

∀jr(s2j |m1
j ) ≥ 0.5 (2b)

All 720 sentences are unique. (2c)

To achieve this, we used integer linear programming (ILP) as implemented by Gurobi [Gurobi Optimization, LLC,
2021]. We represented sentence allocation as a sparse binary tensor S of dimensions 85,749 × 360 × 2 (sentences,
trials, pair members) and the fractional sentence probabilities ranks as a matrix R of dimensions 85,749 × 9 (sentences,
models). This enabled us to express and solve the selection problem in Eq. 2 as a standard ILP problem:

S∗ = argmin
S

∑
i,j

Si,j,1Ri,m1
j

+ Si,j,2Ri,m2
j

(3)

subject to Si,j,1Ri,m2
j
≥ 0.5 (3a)

Si,j,2Ri,m1
j
≥ 0.5 (3b)

∀i
∑
j,k

Si,j,k ≤ 1 (each sentence i is used only once in the experiment) (3c)

∀j
∑

i Si,j,1 = 1

∀j
∑

i Si,j,2 = 1

}
(each trial j is allocated exactly one sentence pair) (3d)

S is binary (3e)

Generating Synthetic Controversial Sentence-Pairs

For each pair of models, we synthesized 100 sentence triplets. Each triplet was initialized with a natural sentence n
(sampled from Reddit). The words in sentence n were iteratively modified to generate a synthetic sentence with reduced
probability according to the first model but not according to the second model. This process was repeated to generate
another synthetic sentence from n, in which the roles of the two models were reversed. Each synthetic sentence was
generated as a solution for a constrained minimization problem:

s∗ = argmin
s

log p(s | mreject)

subject to log p(s | maccept) ≥ log p(n | maccept)
(4)

mreject denotes the model targeted to assign reduced sentence probability to the synthetic sentence compared to the
natural sentence, and maccept denotes the model targeted to maintain a synthetic sentence probability greater or equal
to that of the natural sentence. For one synthetic sentence, one model served as maccept and the other model served as
mreject, and for the other synthetic sentence the model roles were flipped.

At each optimization iteration, we selected one of the eight words pseudorandomly (so that all eight positions would
be sampled N times before any position would be sampled N + 1 times) and searched for the replacement word that
would minimize the log p(s | mreject) under the constraint. We excluded potential replacement words that already
appeared in the sentence, except for a list of 42 determiners and prepositions such as “the", “a", or “with", which were
allowed to repeat. The sentence optimization procedure was concluded once eight replacement attempts (i.e., words for
which no loss-reducing replacement has been found) have failed in a row.

When evaluating potential replacement words, we only considered words that were sufficiently prevalent and hence
expected to be present across training corpora. This vocabulary was determined by intersecting the list of words in
the subtlex database [Van Heuven et al., 2014] with the corpus used to train the n-gram and recurrent neural network
models, which includes about 300M words. We excluded all words occurring less than 300 times in the latter corpus
(i.e., less frequent than one in a million). This resulted in a list of 25,258 potential replacement words.
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Word-level search for bidirectional models

For models for which the evaluation of log p(s | m) is computationally cheap (2-gram, 3-gram, LSTM, and the
RNN), we directly evaluated the log-probability of the 23,180 sentences resulting from each of the 23,180 possible
word replacements. When such probability vectors were available for both models, we simply chose the replacement
minimizing the loss. For GPT-2, whose evaluation is slower, we evaluated sentence probabilities only for word
replacements for which the new word had a conditional log-probability (given the previous words in the sentence) of no
less than −10; in rare cases when this threshold yielded fewer than 10 candidate words, reduced the threshold in steps
of 5 until there were at least 10 words above the threshold. For the bi-directional models (BERT, RoBERTa, XLM,
and ELECTRA), for which the evaluation of log p(s | m) is costly even for a single sentence, we used a heuristic to
prioritize which replacements to evaluate.

Since bi-directional models are trained as masked language models, they readily provide word-level completion proba-
bilities. These word-level log-probabilities typically have positive but imperfect correlation with the log-probabilities of
the sentences resulting from each potential completion. We hence formed a simple linear regression-based estimate
of log p(s{i} ← w | m), the log-probability of the sentence s with word w assigned at position i, predicting it from
log p(s{i} = w | m, s{i} ← mask), the completion log-probability of word w at position i, given the sentence with
the i-th word masked:

log p̂(s{i} ← w | m) = β1 log p(s{i} = w | m, si← mask) + β0 (5)

This regression model was estimated from scratch for each word-level search. When a word was first selected for being
replaced, the log-probability of two sentences was evaluated: the sentence resulting from substituting the existing word
with the word with the highest completion probability and the sentence resulting from substituting the existing word
with the word with the lowest completion probability. These two word-sentence log-probability pairs, as well as the
word-sentence log-probability pair pertaining to the current word, were used to fit the regression line. The regression
prediction, together with the sentence probability for the other model (either the exact probability, or approximate
probability if the other model was also bi-directional) was used to predict log p(s | mreject) for each of the 23,180
potential replacements. We then evaluated the true (non-approximate) sentence probabilities of the replacement word
with the minimal predicted probability. If this word indeed reduced the sentence probability, it was chosen to serve as
the replacement and the word-level search was terminated (i.e., proceeding to search a replacement for another word in
the sentence). If it did not reduce the probability, the regression model (Eq. 5) was updated with the new observation,
and the next replacement expected to minimize the sentence probability was evaluated. This word-level search was
terminated after five sentence evaluations that did not reduce the loss.

Selecting the best sentence triplets from the optimization results

Since the discrete hill-climbing procedure described above is highly local, the degree to which this succeeded in
producing highly-controversial pairs varied depending on the starting sentence n. We found that typically, natural
sentences with lower than average log-probability gave rise to synthetic sentences with greater controversiality. To
better represent the distribution of natural sentences while still choosing the best (most controversial) triplets for human
testing, we used stratified selection.

First, we quantified the controversiality of each triplet as

cm1,m2
(n, s1, s2) = log

p(n | m1)

p(s1 | m1)
+ log

p(n | m2)

p(s2 | m2)
, (6)

where s1 is the sentence generated to reduce the probability in model m1 and s2 is the sentence generated to reduce the
probability in model m2.

We employed integer programming to choose the 10 most controversial triplets from the 100 triplets optimized for
each model pair (maximizing the total controversiality across the selected triplets), while ensuring that for each model,
there was exactly one natural sentence in each decile of the natural sentences probability distribution. The selected 10
synthetic triplets were then used to form 30 unique experimental trials per model pair, comparing the natural sentence
with one synthetic sentence, comparing the natural sentence with the other synthetic sentence, and comparing the two
synthetic sentences.

Design of the human experiment

Our experimental procedures were approved by the Columbia University Institutional Review Board (protocol number
IRB-AAAS0252). We presented the controversial sentence pairs selected and synthesized by the language models to
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100 native English-speaking, US-based participants (55 male) recruited from Prolific (www.prolific.co), and paid
each participant $5.95. The average participant age was 34.08 ± 12.32. The subjects were divided into 10 groups, and
each ten-subject group was presented with a unique set of stimuli. Each stimulus set contained exactly one sentence
pair from every possible combination of model pairs and the four main experimental conditions: selected controversial
sentence pairs; natural vs. synthetic pair, where one model served as maccept and the other as mreject; a natural
vs. synthetic pair with the reverse model role assignments; and directly pairing the two synthetic sentences. These
model-pair-condition combinations accounted for 144 (36×4) trials of the task. In addition to these trials, each stimulus
set also included nine trials consisting of sentence pairs randomly sampled from the database of eight-word sentences
(and not already included in any of the other conditions). All subjects also viewed 12 control trials consisting of a
randomly selected natural sentence and the same natural sentence with the words scrambled in a random order. The
order of trials within each stimulus set as well as the left-right screen position of sentences in each sentence pair were
randomized for all participants. While each sentence triplet produced by the optimization procedure (see subsection
“Generating Synthetic Controversial Sentence-Pairs”) gave rise to three trials, these were allocated such that no subject
viewed the same sentence twice.

On each trial of the task, participants were asked to make a binary decision about which of the two sentences they
considered more probable (for the full set of instructions given to participants, see Fig. S1). In addition, they were asked
to indicate one of three levels of confidence in their decision: somewhat confident, confident, or very confident. The
trials were not timed, but a 90-minute time limit was enforced for the whole experiment. A progress bar at the bottom
of the screen indicated to participants how many trials they had completed and had remaining to complete.

We rejected the data of 21 participants who failed to choose the original, unshuffled sentence in at least 11 of the 12
control trials, and acquired data from 21 alternative participants instead, all of whom passed this data-quality threshold.

Evaluation of model-human consistency: binarized-judgments

To measure the alignment on each trial between model judgments and human judgments, we binarized both measures;
we determined which of the two sentences was assigned with a higher probability by the model, regardless of the
magnitude of the probability difference, and which of the two sentences was favored by the subject, regardless of the
reported confidence level. When both the subject and the model chose the same sentence, the trial was considered
as correctly predicted by that model. This correctness measure was averaged across sentence pairs and across the 10
participants who viewed the same set of trials. Since each of the 10 participant groups viewed a unique trial set, these
groups provided 10 independent replications of the experiment. Models were compared to each other by a Wilcoxon
signed-rank test using these 10 independent accuracy outcomes as paired samples.

For the lower bound on the noise ceiling, we predicted each subject’s choices from a majority vote of the nine other
subjects who were presented with the same trials. Models’ accuracy was tested against this lower bound by a Wilcoxon
signed-rank test. For the upper bound (i.e., the highest possible accuracy attainable on this data sample), we included
the subject themselves in this majority vote-based prediction.

For each analysis, the false discovery rate across multiple comparisons was controlled by the Benjamini-Hochberg
procedure [Benjamini and Hochberg, 1995].

Evaluation of model-human consistency: Correlating model log-probability ratios to human Likert ratings

For every model m and experimental trial i, we evaluated the log probability ratio for the trial’s two sentences:

LR(s1i , s
2
i | m) = log

p(s2i | m)

p(s1i | m)
(7)

The human Likert ratings were recoded to be symmetrical around zero, mapping the six ratings appearing in Figure S2
to (−2.5,−1.5,−0.5,+0.5,+1.5,+2.5). We then sought to correlate the model log-ratios and with the zero-centered
human Likert ratings, quantifying how well the model log-ratios were associated with human sentence-likeliness
judgments. To allow for an ordinal (not necessarily linear) association between the log-ratios and Likert ratings, we
rank-transformed both measures (ranking within each model or each human) while retaining the sign of the values.

For each participant h:

r(s1i , s
2
i | h) = sign(y0(s1i , s

2
i | h)) ·R

( ∣∣y0(s1i , s
2
i | h)

∣∣ ), (8)

where y0(s1i , s
2
i | h)) is the zero-centered Likert rating provided by subject h for trial i and R(·) is rank transform using

random tie-breaking.
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For each model m:
r(s1i , s

2
i | m) = sign(LR(s1i , s

2
i | m)) ·R

( ∣∣LR(s1i , s
2
i | m)

∣∣ ), (9)

A valid correlation measure of the model ranks and human ranks must be invariant to whether one sentence was
presented on the left (s1) and the other on the right (s2), or vice versa. Changing the sentence order within a trial would
flip the signs of both the log-ratio and the zero-centered Likert rating. Therefore, the required correlation measure
must be invariant to such coordinated sign flips, but not to flipping the sign of just one of the measures. Since cosine
similarity maintains such invariance, we introduced signed-rank cosine similarity, an ordinal analog of cosine similarity,
substituting the raw data points for signed ranks (as defined in Eq. 8-9):

SCSR =

∑
i r(s

1
i , s

2
i | m)r(s1i , s

2
i | h)√∑

i r(s
1
i , s

2
i | m)2

√∑
i r(s

1
i , s

2
i | h)2

. (10)

To eliminate the noise contributed by random tie-breaking, we used a closed form expression of the expected value of
Eq. 10 over different random tie-breaking draws:

E(SCSR) =

∑
i E
(
r(s1i , s

2
i | m)

)
E
(
r(s1i , s

2
i | h)

)√∑n
k=1 k

2
√∑n

k=1 k
2

=

∑
i r̄(s

1
i , s

2
i | m)r̄(s1i , s

2
i | h)∑n

k=1 k
2

, (11)

where r̄(·) denotes signed rank with average-rank assigned to ties instead of random tie-breaking, and n denotes the
number of evaluated sentence pairs. The expected value of the product in the numerator is equal to the product of
expected values of the factors since the random tie-breaking within each factor is independent. The vector norms (the
factors in the denominator) are constant since given no zero ratings, each signed-rank rating vector always includes one
of each rank 1 to n (where n is the number of sentence pairs considered), and the signs are eliminated by squaring. This
derivation follows a classical result for Spearman’s ρ [Woodbury, 1940] (see Schütt et al. [2021], section 5.1.2, for
a modern treatment). We empirically confirmed that averaging SCSR as defined in Eq. 10 across a large number of
random tie-breaking draws converges to E(SCSR) as defined in Eq. 11. This latter expression (whose computation
requires no actual random tie-breaking) was used to quantify the correlation between each participant and model.

For each participant, the lower bound on the noise ceiling was calculated by replacing the model-derived predictions
with an across-participants average of the nine other participants’ signed-rank rating vectors. The lower bound plotted
in Figure 4 is an across-subject average of this estimate. An upper bound on the noise ceiling was calculated as a dot
product between the participant’s expected signed-rank rating vector (̄r/

√∑
k2) and a normalized, across-participants

average of the expected signed-rank rating vectors of all 10 participants.

Inference was conducted in the same fashion as that employed for the binarized judgments (Wilcoxon signed-rank tests
across the 10 subject groups, controlling for false discovery rate).

Data and code availability

Sentence optimization and data analysis code, experimental stimuli, and detailed behavioral testing results are available
at github.com/dpmlab/contstimlang.
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Figure S1: The task instructions provided to the participants at the beginning of the experimental session.
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Figure S2: An example of one experimental trial, as presented to the participants. The participant must choose one
sentence while providing their confidence rating on a 3-point scale.
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Figure S3: Between-model agreement rate on the
probability ranking of the 90 randomly sampled and
paired natural sentence pairs evaluated in the exper-
iment. Each cell represents the proportion of sentence
pairs for which two models make congruent probability
ranking (i.e., both models assign a higher probability to
sentence 1, or both models assign a higher probability to
sentence 2).
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(a) natural controversial sen-
tences
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(b) synthetic controversial sen-
tences
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Figure S4: Pairwise model comparison of model-human consistency. For each pair of models (represented as
one cell in the matrices above), the only trials considered were those in which the stimuli were either selected (a) or
synthesized (b) to contrast the predictions of the two models. For these trials, the two models always made controversial
predictions (i.e., one sentence is preferred by the first model and the other sentence is preferred by the second model).
The matrices above depict the proportion of trials in which the binarized human judgments aligned with the row model
(“model 1"). For example, GPT-2 (top-row) was always more aligned (green hues) with the human choices than its rival
models. In contrast, 2-gram (bottom-row) was always less aligned (purple hues) with the human choices than its rival
models.
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Figure S5: Pairwise model analysis of human re-
sponse for natural vs. synthetic sentence pairs.
In each optimization condition, a synthetic sentence s
was formed by modifying a natural sentence n so the
synthetic sentence would be “rejected" by one model
(mreject, columns), minimizing p(s | mreject), and would
be “accepted" by another model (maccept, rows), satisfy-
ing the constraint p(s | maccept) ≥ p(n | maccept). Each
cell above summarizes model-human agreement in trials
resulting from one such optimization condition. The color
of each cell denotes the proportion of trials in which hu-
mans judged a synthetic sentence to be more likely than
its natural counterpart and hence aligned with maccept.
For example, the top-right cell depicts human judgments
for sentence pairs formed to minimize the probability as-
signed to the synthetic sentence by the simple 2-gram
model while ensuring that GPT-2 would judge the syn-
thetic sentence to be at least as likely as the natural
sentence; humans favored the synthetic sentence in only
22 out the 100 sentence pairs in this condition.
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Figure S6: Model prediction accuracy for pairs of
natural and synthetic sentences, evaluating each
model across all of the sentence pairs in which it
was targeted to rate the synthetic sentence to be
less probable than the natural sentence. The data
binning applied here is complementary to the one used
in Fig. 3b, where each model was evaluated across all
of the sentence pairs in which it was targeted to rate
the synthetic sentence to be at least as probable as the
natural sentence. Unlike Fig. 3b, where all of the mod-
els performed poorly, here no models were found to be
significantly below the lower bound on the noise ceiling;
typically, when a sentence was optimized to decrease its
probability under any model (despite the sentence prob-
ability not decreasing under a second model), humans
agreed that the sentence became less probable.

a b

Figure S7: Linguistic feature values for synthetic sentence pairs. (a) Semantic coherence values of the preferred
and rejected sentence for each synthetic sentence pair. Each panel depicts preferences for both humans (red) and
a specific model (black), for sentence pairs that this model was involved in synthesizing. Black sub-panel outlines
indicate significant differences between the preferences of models and humans on that particular set of sentences pairs,
according to a paired sample t-test (controlling for false discovery rate across all nine models at q < .05). (b) Same as
(a), but for average log-transformed word frequency.
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